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Financing decision 

This decision is concerned with how much amount to raise from which source of Finance. 

Sources of finance can be divided into two categories: 

1. Owner's fund 

2. Borrowed fund 

Thus in financing decision the financing manager decides how much to raise from owner’s fund 

and how much to raise from borrowed fund. 

 

Factors affecting Financing decisions: 

 

1. Cost-  The cost of raising finance from different sources is different. Thus the finance 

manager  prefers the source with minimum cost. 

 

2. Risk- Finance manager compare the cost of different sources and prefers the source with 

moderate risk factor. However more risk is associated with borrowed fund as compared to 

owners fund. 

 

3. Cash flow position- companies with good and steady cash flow can afford borrowed fund. But 

companies having shortage of cash must go for owners fund. 

 

4. Control considerations- If the existing shareholders want to retain complete control of 

business then they prefer borrowed fund as owners fund leads to dilution of control. 

 

5. Flotation cost- More flotation cost is involved in issue of owner’s fund in the form of 

underwriter’s Commission, issue expenses, broker’s Commission etc whereas borrowed fund 

involves less flotation cost. 

 

6. Fixed Operating cost- If a company is having high fixed operating cost then it should prefer 

owners fund because borrowed fund involves fixed cost in the form of interest on debt 

securities. 

 

7. State of capital market- if the capital market is in Boom period then owners fund should be 

preferred as it would be easier to sell shares. If the capital market is in depression period then 

debt securities should be preferred. 

 

Dividend decision: 

This decision is concerned with how much profit should be distributed in the form of dividend 

and how much should be kept aside as earnings. 

This decision is also called Residual decision because it is concerned with distribution of 

residual income. 

 

 



Factors Affecting dividend decision: 

 

1. Earnings- If the earnings of the company are more company declares high rate of dividend 

whereas during low earnings low dividends are declared. 

 

2. Stability of earnings- companies having stable earnings declare high rate of dividend whereas 

companies with unstable earnings declare less dividends. 

 

3. Cash flow position- If the cash flow position is good high rate of dividend is declared. 

Otherwise low or no dividends are declared. 

 

4. Growth opportunities- if the company has growth plans then it will retain more profits and 

declare less dividends. Otherwise it will distribute more in the form of dividends. 

 

5. Preference of shareholders- If the company is having large number of retired and Middle 

Class shareholders then it will declare more dividend. However if the company is having large 

number of young and wealthy shareholders it will declare low rate of dividend. 

 

6. Taxation policy- if tax levied on dividend is high then company prefers to pay less dividend as 

dividend is taxable in the hands of the company. Whereas if tax rate is low then company may 

declare higher dividend. 

 

7. Access to capital market considerations- If the company can easily access the capital market 

and raise capital by issuing securities then the company may give more dividend. Otherwise the 

company will use retained earnings for investment and declare less dividend. 

 

8. Legal restrictions-. Companies act has certain provisions regarding the payment of dividend. 

Hence a company will declare high or low dividends as per the  provisions. 

 

9. Contractual constraints- When companies take long term loan then the lenders put some 

restriction on distribution of dividends. 

 

10. Stock market reaction- when high dividends are declared then it has a positive impact in the 

stock market and the prices of securities rise. Whereas low dividends may have negative impact 

on the share price in the stock market. 
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